Trump deal is a security threat and must be canceled

Since Oslo accords the international community has pledged to help Palestinian people to create their own state after years of suffering from occupation. We strongly believe Trump has been given what they call it the deal of century by the extremists from Israeli side. Mr Trump has failed the international community and proven the only reason behind all negotiations was just to enable the extremist in Israel to steal more lands from Palestinians so we reach the current situation where the plan wants Palestinians to live in totally annexed territories.

The world witnessed several attacks and war crimes in recent years against the Palestinian civilians from settlers and Israeli soldiers who might one of them attending the IUSY conference. Most of those soldiers might have committed crimes against civilians including women, children and students.

Our freedom of movement has been violated for several years. Students from Gaza have been denied from participating in any of academic events or studying at any of west bank university and the same for students from west bank who have intention to do the same in Gaza.

USA government will remain responsible for the escalation of violence across the world because of this deal. We strongly believe that this plan is conspiracy and won’t be accepted by us.
We ask all our sister organisations in IUSY to

Strongly condemn this plan and start a campaign that ensures this plan will be canceled as soon as possible.

Support BDS campaign

Request an immediate cancellation to the participation of any Israeli delegate who served or currently serving at Israeli army unless if he or she openly, clearly and in writing confirm there regretment .

Start campaign against the Israeli procedures against the students and their activities.

KINDLY NOTE THAT THE LATEST DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESOLUTIONS TO THE IUSY SECRETARIAT IS 17 FEBRUARY AT 23:59 CET. RESOLUTIONS MUST BE SENT TO congress@iusy.org